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“As this Holiday Season arrives, we all cherish the times we share with our
family and loved ones. May all of you, our Leftwich cousins and part of our
extended families, have a blessed Christmas, and a safe, joyous New Year.”
Chris and Howard Thurmon

Welcome to the first of our monthly bulletins for the Leftwich Historical Association, a quicker way to
get news and updates out to everyone. “Short and sweet” is the object of a bulletin vs. a newsletter.
Please send any queries and/or suggestions back to the specific Board member’s email included

2017 Reunion Highlights
•

The Virginia Historical Roadside marker grand-style dedication near Mt. Airy.

•

An archeological survey of the Col. Thomas Leftwich family cemetery was a moving event. Some cousins helped
the dig, and most came to see the results -identifying the possible locations of graves of Col Thomas, General Joel,
William, and Uriah Leftwich and their wives.

•

Jim Morrison’s stirring talk about the Bedford Regiment of WWII and the sacrifices of our Leftwich family killed or
injured during D-Day at Normandy Beach.

•

Howard Thurmon reported on the Leftwich marker at the Weaver Museum (see picture below), close to where
the Leftwich salt works and manor were located in England - the negotiations, payment, and placement it all!

2018 Reunion Plans
Save this Date … October 12 - 14, 2018 … Holiday Inn and Suites in Williamsburg, VA
Details will follow. A guided tour of the American Revolution Museum at Yorktown and a visit by
re-enactors are on the drawing board.
We’d like your input! If you have any suggestions for the reunion and what you’d like to see included, please get back to
someone asap!
There are many websites dedicated to family and historical reunions, and we’re open to ideas, especially ideas that
might interest the younger crowd that we’d like to see join us.
Any ideas of how to interact and get to know each other better in the short time we have?
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Salt has been produced in Cheshire since the Iron Age. By the Roman
period, salt production centred on the towns we now know as Northwich,
Nantwich, Middlewich and Leftwich. Leftwich comprises most of the area
between the rivers Weaver and Dane.

The Leftwich Family
and the Salt Industry
The Leftwich Memorial commemorates the
contribution made to Northwich by the
Leftwich family since 1306 when Richard
Leftwich was first associated with the salt
industry.

Salt-making in the wiches was
strictly controlled by “judgers”
who enforced the “rules of
whalling” to restrict the
number of ‘wich houses’ and
when salt-making could take
place. This would preserve
the brine source and prevent
over-production. In 1600,
Ralph Leftwich is recorded as
a “judger”.

Wich houses were built
near the brine pit and many
were owned by the Leftwich family,
who benefitted from rights and profits for
that house. Buildings probably had timber
frames infilled with wattle and daub, and
thatched rooves. This area would be
wreathed in smoke and steam from
salt pan fires and dotted with
brine-fed wooden troughs
and piles of fuel.

Medieval wich houses
Natural brine springs fed wooden troughs which
distributed brine to the wich houses. The brine was
transferred to lead pans where furnaces under the pans
evaporated the water. After the third boiling the salt
crystals were shovelled into wicker baskets. They were
left to drain and then dried in hot-houses until the salt
was ready to use.
By 1606 lead pans were cast in the town mould on
Leadsmithy Lane which ensured a standard size and
capacity.
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You can read more details about this Leftwich English memorial in next Leftwich Heritage.

Welcome new members
Mary Vasa, Beth Breisch, and Regal
Leftwich
Again, hope you all have a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year with those you love.
Please contact me, Margo Linder, at mlinder2252@gmail.com regarding the bulletin …
and just a reminder, that it can be enlarged using the standard steps on your tablet, phone, or computer.

